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Abstract: A cooperation scheme with consideration of communication limit is proposed for multi-robot exploration, in which 
all the robots select local destinations satisfying the constraints on communication range and reach their destinations at the same time 
to communicate and fuse their map information. The robots choose the optimal frontier points, which maximize information gain, 
minimize navigation cost and satisfy communication limit as their local destinations. Then the problem of global exploration in 
unknown environment is converted into that of multi-stage trajectory planning in local known environment. Collision-free, 
synchronous and separate trajectories are planned for all the robots to realize the limited communication at their destinations. In such 
a way, efficient and distributed exploration can be achieved. Simulation result shows the effectiveness of our method. 
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1  Introduction 

 Efficient exploration of unknown environments is 
a fundamental problem in mobile robotics. As 
autonomous exploration and map building becomes 
increasingly successful on single robot, more challenge 
is to extend these techniques to multi-robot 
cooperation. Multi-robot teams have the potential to 
accomplish the exploration task faster than a single 
robot. However, compared to the problems occurring 
in single robot exploration, the extension to multiple 
robots poses two new issues, including 1) coordination 
of multiple robots and 2) dealing with the constraints 
on communication range.  

For multi-robot coordination, efficiency increasing 
is one of the key reasons for distribution multiple 
robots in environment instead of single robot. The 
more robots that detect an unknown environment, the 
more important the coordination among them becomes. 
Yamauchi demonstrated that frontier-based single- 
robot exploration can be used to build occupancy grids 
that represent the spatial structure of the environments 
[1]. And the above strategy has also been extended to 
deal with multi-robot cooperative exploration by 
Yamauchi [2], in which each robot moves to the closest 
frontier in the current map. However, there is no 
coordination component, which chooses different 
frontier cells for individual robots. Frontier-based 
exploration has been adopted by in many literatures [3, 4] 

to assign multiple robots to different exploration 
frontiers, which guide the robots to detect 
non-overlapping areas of the environment with 
consideration of the exploration cost and expected 
visibility range. In [5], a decision-theoretic approach to 
multi-robot exploration in structured environment was 
presented, in which the global uncertainty about the 
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robot’s relative locations is considered and each robot 
is assigned to a local destination by calculating a 
trade-off between the expected utility and the expected 
cost. In [6], heuristic exploration was proposed based 
on the concepts of entropy and Yamauchi’s frontier. 
Entropy is used to quantify the information gain 
obtained during the exploration process, guiding the 
robots move toward the areas where information is less 
certain. Zlot presented a new approach for 
coordination using market- based approach [7]. The 
market architecture seeks to maximize benefit 
(information gained) while minimize cost (in terms of 
the collective travel distance). In Zlot’s market 
economy strategy, the multi-robot system does not rely 
on perfect communication, it can still be carried out if 
some of the colony members lose communications. 

For multi-robot team with constraints on 
communication range, coordination under limited 
communication situation must be taken into account. 
In [8], another frontier-based, distributed bidding 
model for coordination of multiple robots was 
proposed. The limited communication is considered in 
two ways. Firstly, robots are guided to stay close to 
each other by considering the distances between robots. 
Additionally, a new coding mechanism is developed 
for map representation. New coding mechanism 
reduced the exchanged data volume. Rendezvous 
strategy was introduced to deal with the limited 
communication, such as [5], [9] and [10].  

In this paper, the problem of multi-robot 
cooperative exploration with limited communication is 
addressed. Multiple robots select the candidate local 
destinations from the frontiers, and calculate the 
optimal ones as their destinations, satisfying the 
constraints on communication range. Then effective 
motion planning scheme is designed such that all the 
robots can reach their individual destinations at the 
same time to communicate and share information with 



each other. In such a way, the problem of exploration 
in global unknown environment can be converted into 
that of multi-stage motion planning in local known 
environment. Therefore, many existing methods for 
motion planning in known environment can be used. 
2  Problem Statement 

Given 2-D unknown environment W in presence 
of unknown obstacles. For simplicity, we restrict our 
analysis to circular robots and obstacles. This is not a 
severe assumption since general polygons can be 
represented by a number of circles. A circular obstacle 
can be denoted with its center and radius, i.e. 

( , , ) ( 1,2 )j j j jOBS x y r j= = , where ( , )j jx y  and jr  
represent the center and the radius respectively and 
they are unknown. 

Given a robot team consisting of M  differential- 
driven mobile robots ( , , )

i i ii r r rR x y θ= ( 1, 2 )i M= . 
Assume that the on-board sensor of the robot iR  can 
cover a circular region denoted as iSen , with center 
( , )

i ir rx y  and radius iS . The maximum communication 
range of iR  is iC , i.e. the accessible communication 
region is covered by a circle denoted as iCom , with 
center ( , )

i ir rx y  and radius iC . In general, iC  is 
greater than iS . 

Given that the initial poses of the robots are known 
and the initial relative locations among them satisfy the 
constraints on communication range, i.e. at the initial 
locations, each of them can communicate with the 
others. Then, the problem of multi-robot cooperative 
exploration can be stated as: the robot team composed 
of M  homogeneous members detect the unknown 
environment W  with their on-board sensors together, 
such that the free space can be covered by robot 
sensors, i.e. 

,
( )j ij i k

W O Sen k− ⊆∪ ∪ , simultaneously 
the robots can detect the space occupied by obstacles. 
Where 2 2 2{( , ) ( ) ( ) }j j j jO x y x x y y r= − + − ≤  denotes the 
region occupied by the obstacle jOBS , and k  
denotes the discrete time step. 
3 Local destination generation 

We start by describing evidence grid [11] as the 
spatial representation. After an evidence grid has been 
constructed, each cell in the grid is classified as: 

Open: the cell is free; 
Unknown: the cell has not been detected by the 

sensor; 
Occupied: the cell has been occupied by the 

obstacle. 
As defined in [1], frontiers are regions on the 

boundary between open space and unknown space. 
When a robot moves to a frontier, it can see into 
unexplored space and add the new information to its 
map. As a result, the mapped territory expands, 
pushing back the boundary between the known and the 
unknown. By moving to successive frontiers, the robot 
can constantly increase its knowledge of the world. In 

the frontier-based exploration, when the robot reaches 
its destinations, that location is added to the list of 
previously visited frontiers. The robot performs a 
360-degree sensor sweep and adds the new detected 
cells to the explored region. Then the robot detects 
frontiers present in the updated grid and attempts to 
move to the nearest accessible, unvisited frontier. This 
strategy has been extended to multi-robot exploration 
in [2]. However, if each robot only navigates to its 
nearest frontier cell without coordination with the 
others, some other factors, such as information gain 
and communication constraint can not be dealt with. In 
our paper, optimal frontiers will be selected for robot 
team by evaluating information gain and navigation 
cost, simultaneously considering the constraint on 
communication range. 
3.1 Candidate destination cells 

The multi-robot team calculates the set of frontier 
cells, denoted as F , and then select M candidate 
destination cells from F  such that evaluation for 
these cells will be optimal. The evaluating indexes 
include predictive information gain ,i fG and predictive 
navigation cost ,i fL . ,i fG  is determined with the area 
of the new region that would be detected by the robot 

iR  if iR  were located at a frontier cell f F∈  in 
current map. ,i fL  is defined as the predictive length 
of the path from the current position of iR  to f  and 

,i fL  can be calculated with Bug2 algorithm [12] [13]. 
The robots successively explore the unknown space, 

thus the number of the frontier cells could increase 
quickly. The computation complexity to evaluate all of 
the frontier cells will become unacceptable. While, 
each frontier cell usually has the similar characteristics 
with its neighbors, i.e. the evaluating indexes of the 
adjacent frontier cells are approximately identical. 
Hence it’s a better way to partition the frontier cells 
into different groups and evaluate each group as a 
whole.  

Although there are a lot of methods that can be 
applied to partition the frontier cells, the clustering 
algorithm can provide a natural and flexible way. By 
means of the clustering algorithm, the frontier cells 
between explored and unexplored regions will be 
grouped into several clusters in terms of their internal 
properties.  The cell nearest to the geometric center of 
the frontier cells in each cluster is selected as a 
candidate destination cell.  

K-means is one of the most popular clustering 
algorithms. It will produce the clustering result which 
minimizes the distance metric within classes. Although 
it has been proved that k-means clustering will always 
terminate, it does not necessarily find the most optimal 
solution, because the number of groups and the initial 
centers can not be determined easily beforehand. If the 
number of clusters can’t be given ahead or the initial 
values are not proper, the conventional k-means 
clustering algorithm may cause incorrect result. To 



solve these problems, the subtractive clustering 
algorithm [14] will be introduced to estimate the initial 
centers and the number of groups. In subtractive 
clustering, a few data points are selected as the 
potential centers according to the density measurement, 
which can provide initial values for conventional 
k-means clustering algorithm, although the actual 
centers are not always at the data points, in most cases, 
it can provide a good approximation.  

To make the adjacent frontier cells fall into the same 
group, the two dimension Cartesian coordinates that 
represent the position of the cell center should be taken 
into account as the first two properties. ,i fG  and ,i fL  
are selected as the third and fourth one. Then the 
clustering feature can be chosen as ( ) [ ( ),fP k x k=  

, ,( ), ( ), ( )]T
f i f i fy k G k L k , where [ ( ), ( )]T

f fx k y k  is the 
position of ( )f k  at current time step k . Assume that 
the robot is located at ( ( ), ( ))

i ir rx k y k , then the 
predictive information gain is calculated as: 

, ,
min{ ( ( ), ), }( ) [ ( ) ( )]known i

i f i f unknown
i

Dis f k OBS SG k Sen k Region k
S

= ⋅ ∩  

(1) 
Where ( , )knownDis f OBS  represents the Euclidean 
distance from ( )f k  to the detected obstacles; 

, ( )i fSen k  is the region that could be detected by iR  
in current map ( )Map k  if iR  were put onto ( )f k ; 

( )unknownRegion k  denotes the unexplored region and 
min{ } iS⋅  is the weight. If iR  is put onto ( )f k , the 
less distance from the obstacles within , ( )i fSen k , the 
less weight of the cell will be. 

The robot iR  implements subtractive clustering 
algorithm such that im clusters, of which the 
geometric centers are ( 1,2 )j ic j m= , can be 
generated. We define each cluster center jcen  as the 
frontier cell that is nearest to jc . Then the set of 
candidate local destination cells for iR  can be 
denoted as { }_ , 1,2 ( 1,2 )i candidate j iD cen j m i M= = = . 
Fig. 1 shows a clustering result of the above algorithm, 
in which thirteen candidate cells are generated. 
3.2 Calculation of destination cells 

After the sets of candidate destination cells have 
been generated for all the robots, each robot will 
integrate its evaluating indexes of each candidate 
destination cell according to (2). 

, 1 , ,max 2 ,min ,j ji j i cen i i i cenJ w G G w L L= ⋅ + ⋅        (2) 

Where 1w  and 2w  are weights, ,max maxiG =  
,{ , 1,2 }

ji cen iG j m= , ,min ,min{ , 1,2 }
ji i cen iL L j m= = . 

Then the local destinations of multiple robots are 
determined as the optimal cells satisfy: 

{ }
_

1 2
( 1,2 ) 1

, , arg max
i candidate

M

M i
D i M i

D D D J
= =

= ∑       (3) 

Subject to the constraints: 
{ }, , 1, 2

min{ , } ( , 1,2 )

i i j i

p q p q

J J j m

D D C C p q M

⎧ ∈ =⎪
⎨

− ≤ ∀ =⎪⎩
  (4) 

  
Fig.1 Generation of candidate destination cells 

In (4), min{ , }p q p qD D C C− ≤  indicates that 
local destinations of all the robots should meet the 
constraints on communication range. 

Here, for efficiency, we calculate 1 2, , MD D D  in 
turn with greedy strategy. For robot 1R , 1D  can be 
decided as: 

1
1 1

1 1,
1,

arg max j
j m

D J
=

=                          (5) 

And for ( 2, )iR i M= , 

,
1,

arg max
i

i i
i i j

j m
D J

=
=                          (6) 

Subject to 
min{ , } ( 1, 2 1)i q i qD D C C q i− ≤ = −        (7) 

4 Trajectory planning 
Since the selected destinations of the robot team lie 

on the frontiers between the explored and unexplored 
regions, at time step k , the region enveloped by 
frontiers is known, we denote it as ( )knownW k , and the 
region outside frontiers is unknown, denoted as 

( ) ( )unknown knownW k W W k= − . In such a way, the 
navigation of robot iR  from its current position to its 
local destination can be treated as a problem of 
trajectory planning in known environment ( )knownW k .  
In this section, the task of trajectory planning is to 
generate M  collision-free and separate trajectories, 
in order that the multiple robots can move along these 
trajectories and reach their individual destinations at 
the same time to communicate with each other. 

We first enlarge the obstacles by the radius of the 
robot and reduce the robot to a particle. We divide the 
process of trajectory planning into multiple stages 
denoted as 1 0[ , ] ( 1,2 ; 0)j

j jPH t t j t−= = = . Each stage 
corresponds to a process of trajectory planning 
between sequential two destinations 1j

iD −  and j
iD . 

Given that 1jk t −=   (the initial time for the stage 
jPH ) is the current time, all the robots are located at 
1j

iD − ( 1, 2 )i M=  which satisfy the constraints on 
communication range. At this time, the destinations 

j
iD  for stage jPH  are generated using the scheme 

introduced in section 2 for all the robots. Then, we 
discuss the generation of motion trajectories from 

1j
iD −  to j

iD  as follows. 



Step 1. The robot of which the predictive navigation 
cost ,i fL  is largest is selected and labeled as lR . 
General search algorithms such as A* and Dijkstra can 
be used to find a shortest (approximately shortest) 
collision-free path connecting 1j

lD −  and j
lD  for lR . 

This path will be smoothened by attempting to connect 
the initial cell with the other cells in turn until 
collision-free segment can not be generated.  Then the 
endpoint of the last segment obtained is chosen as the 
new initial cell and the above process will be repeated 
until j

lD . We denote the smoothened path as 
: , 1, 2j j

l iPath P i n< = > , composed of cells j
iP . The 

length of j
lPath  is 

1

1
1

( )
n

j j j
l i i

i
Len Path P P

−

+
=

= ∑ . For 
illustration, in Fig.2, a collision-free path A B→ →  
C D E→ → , consisting of four segments can be 
smoothened by a shorter two-segment path, i.e. 
A D E→ → , represented by :j

lPath  1 2 3, ,j j jP P P< > . 

1( )P

2( )P

3( )P

A B

C
D

E

 
Fig.2 Path smoothing 

Step 2. We will convert j
lPath  into a motion 

trajectory for robot lR . Given the expected average 
velocity along j

lPath  is ( )j
lV Path  and the expected 

motion steps along j
lPath  can be calculated as: 

 ( )
( )

( )

j
j l

l j
l c

Len Path
T Path

V Path T
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥⋅⎢ ⎥
               (8) 

Where ⋅⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  denotes the ceiling function, cT  is the 
control period. For each segment 1

j j
i iP P+< >  on 

j
lPath , lR  follows it with constant velocity and the 

actual motion steps can be obtained as: 

1
, ( )

j j
i ij

l i j
l c

P P
T

V Path T
+

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=

⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
                    (9) 

Where ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  denotes the floor function. The actual 
motion velocity is , 1 ,( )j j j j

l i i i l i cV P P T T+= ⋅ . As a result, 
the actual motion steps along the path j

lPath  are 1

,
1

( )
n

j j j
l l i l

i
T T T Path

−

=

= ≈∑   and 1
j

j j lt t T−= + . Until now, 
the path j

lPath  of lR  from 1j
lD −  to j

lD  has been 
converted into its motion trajectory ,{ ,j j

l l itraj V= <  
, , 1, 2 1}j

l iT i n> = − . Then robot lR  will tell its 
motion trajectory between 1j

lD −  and j
lD  to the other 

robots ( )iR i l∀ ≠  by communication. During 
communication, the data transmitted by lR  only 
contains the path information and the velocity along it, 
i.e. ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,{ , , , , }j j j j j

l l l l l nP V P V P…  ( 1
,1

j j
l lP D −=  and 

,
j j

l n lP D= ). This information denotes that lR  will 
start from ,1

j
lP  with constant velocity ,1

j
lV  until 

,2
j

lP , and then move with ,2
j

lV  until ,3
j

lP , and so on. 

Step 3. In this step, we will generate motion 
trajectories for the other robots ( )iR i l∀ ≠ . These 
robots should avoid collision between each other, 
simultaneously with lR  and knownOBS . However, 
computation complexity of the motion planning for 

1M −  robots will increase with M  and the number 
of obstacles. In this paper, the motion trajectories of 
the other robots will be planned in turn after j

ltraj  has 
been available. Here, the method of velocity obstacles 
proposed in [15] is introduced to deal with this 
problem. We first take into account robot 1R (if 1l = , 

2R  will be considered). 1R  treats lR  as a dynamic 
obstacle and has to avoid lR  and the observed static 
obstacles knownOBS . According to [15], the velocity 
obstacle of 1R  can be represented by 

lRVO , as shown 
with the shaded region in Fig.3. 

1R

lR

1RV

lRV

1 lR RV

lRV

lRVO

HVO

rλ

fλ

md

 
Fig.3 Velocity obstacle 

At current time step 1jk t −= , 1R  can calculate the 
velocity obstacle 

lRVO  at any time within jPH  
because 1R  has known the motion velocity of lR  
along each path segment 1

j j
i iP P+< > . For static 

obstacles knownOBS , the velocity obstacles can also be 
decided using the same strategy [15]. Then, the 
trajectory planning for 1R  can be divided into two 
sub-processes including avoiding and tracking. 

1) Avoiding. To disperse the robot team, 1R  will 
evade from lR  until lR  can observe j

lD . And then, 
1R  will shift its motion state from avoiding to tracking. 

At current time 1jk t −= , 1R  calculates its motion 
velocity during the avoiding sub-process within jPH  
as follows. 

1
1 1 3 ,max 4 ,min

( )
( | ) arg max ( )

( , ( )) (10)
feasible

j
j R R D D

V t U
j j

l l

V t t w dis dis w dis dis

t PH D Sen t

−
∈

= ⋅ + ⋅

∈ ∉
 

Where, the two items in (10) mean that 1R  should 
move far away from lR  to disperse relative locations 
between these two robots, simultaneously tend to its 
destination cell 1

jD . 1 1( | )R jdis R t t −=  1( | )l jR t t −  
and 1 1 1( | ) j

D jdis R t t D−=  represent the predictive 
Euclidean distances from 1R  to lR  and from 1R  
to 1

jD  respectively  if  1R  executes the velocity 1
jV . 

1 1( )
lfeasible R outfrontierU U U VO U= − −∩ . { }1 1 1,min 1 1,maxU V V V V= ≤ ≤ ,

{ }1 11 1 1 1,( , ) ( )outfrontier r r unknown jU V V U x y W t −= ∈ ∈  ,maxRdis  and 
,minDdis  represent the maximum value of Rdis and the 

minimum value of Ddis  when 1( ) feasibleV t U∈ . Here, 
we restrict 1( ) outfrontierV t U∉  because at current time 

1jk t −=  the motion trajectory has to be planned only in 



the known region 1( )known jW t − . The solution to (10) can 
be obtained with the searching algorithm given in [15]. 

2) Tracking. If lR  moves along j
ltraj , the 

position at which lR  can observe j
lD  for the first 

time will be denoted as P , as illustrated in Fig.4. We 
translate the motion trajectory of lR  between P  and 

j
lD  to the destination of 1R  such that a virtual 

trajectory can be created. Then we introduce a virtual 
robot 'lR  and synchronize 'lR  and lR  to track 
their individual trajectories. Thus, tracking to lR  will 
be equivalent to colliding with 'lR  at 1

jD . The 
motion velocity of 1R  during tracking sub-process is 
planned as 1 1 '( | ) ( )

l

j
outfrontierj RV t t VO U− ∈ ∩  ( ,j j

lt PH D∈  
( ))lSen t∈ , where outfrontierU  is the complementary set 

of outfrontierU . 

j
lDlS

1
jD

lR

'lR 1R

P

'P

 
Fig.4 Tracking phase 

After 1R  has finished trajectory planning, it will 
communicate with the other robots iR ( 1, )i l∀ ≠  and 
share its motion trajectory. Then, regarding lR  and 

( 1,2 1; )mR m i m l= − ≠  as dynamic obstacles, the other 
robots ( 1, )iR i l∀ ≠  plan their trajectories in turn using 
scheme same as 1R . ( 1, )iR i l∀ ≠  should evade lR and mR  
( 1,2 1; )m i m l= − ≠ , simultaneously tend to j

iD . When 
iR  tracks lR , iR  should choose its motion trajectory 

without collision with mR  and static obstacles. 
In the following, the complete algorithm of 

multi-robot cooperative exploration is given. 
(i) 1j = , 0 0k t= = . The initial poses of the robot team 
(iR i =  1, 2 )M  are given as 0

iD  which satisfy the 
constraints on communication range, i.e. all the robots 
can communicate between each other. Each robot 
makes an observation. 

(ii) 1( 2,3 )jk t j−= = , the robot ( 1,2 )iR i M=  
standing at 1j

iD −  determines its local destination j
iD  

of the stage jPH . Then the robot lR  whose 
predictive navigation cost is largest will be selected. 
The shortest path j

lPath  from 1j
lD −  to j

lD  will be 
planned for lR  and converted into its motion 
trajectory j

ltraj . Finally, j
ltraj  will be transmitted to 

the other robots by communication. 
  (iii) The motion trajectory j

itraj  during the stage 
jPH  will be planned in turn for the other robots 

( )iR i l≠ . 
a) 1i = ; 
b) lR  predicts that if it moves along j

ltraj , when 
( ) ( )j j

l lD Sen t t PH∉ ∈ , iR  will carry out the 
avoiding sub-process, go to c); when j

lD ∈  

( )( )j
lSen t t PH∈ it will carry out the tracking 

sub-process, go to d); 
c) In the avoiding sub-process, ( )iR i l≠  will plan 

motion trajectory such that it can tend towards 
j

iD , simultaneously can evade far from the robots 
mR  ( 1, 1, )m i l= −  that have finished trajectory 

planning; 
d) In the tracking sub-process, ( )iR i l≠  will plan 

motion trajectory such that it can track lR ; 
e) ( )iR i l≠  transmits its trajectory j

itraj  by 
communication to the other robots ( 1,mR m i= +  

, )M m l≠ ; 
f) If all the robots have finished trajectory planning, 

go to (iv); otherwise 1i i= + , go to b); 
(iv) All the robots 1, MR R  execute the motion in 

the stage jPH , in which 1, MR R  will start at the 
same time to move along their individual trajectories 
until they reach the local destinations ( 1,2 )j

iD i M=  
simultaneously. 

(v) 1j j= + , go to (ii) until the whole environment 
has been explored or the known region has been large 
enough. 

5 Simulation 
Simulations are conducted in a workspace with size 

of 100 60m m× , in which there exist nine circular 
obstacles with radii 2m  or 3m .  

Firstly, two robots with initial poses 1(0)R =  
[0, 5, ]Tπ−  and 1(0) [0,5, ]TR π=  are coordinated to 
explore the environment. The radius of each robot is 
0.5m . The maximum measuring range of the robot 
sensor is 1 2 8S S m= =  and the maximum communication 
range is 1 2 16C C m= = . The maximum linear velocity of 
each robot is 3 /m s , ( ) 2 /j

lV Path m s= . cT  is set as 
1s , resolution of the evidence grid is 1m , 

0.5 ( 1 4)iw i= = . Here, Dijkstra algorithm is applied 
to search the shortest path. Fig.5 gives the simulation 
result. Fig.5 (a) shows the explored environment after 
28 steps, from which we can find that at current time 
step, the local destinations selected by two robots are 
disperse. While Fig.5 (b) shows the result after 32 
steps, in which the two new destinations are selected at 
the same side of the two trajectories because of the 
constraints on communication range. Our algorithm 
will terminate when more than 98% of the whole 
environment has been detected and Fig.5 (c) shows the 
final result. After 196 steps, the two robots have 
accomplished the exploration task, in which 47.85% 
has been explored solely by 1R , 43.93% has been 
explored solely by 2R  and 6.22% has been explored 
by 1R  and 2R  simultaneously. 

Secondly, three robots are distributed to explore the 
same environment. The maximum range of the robot 
sensor is 8m  and the maximum communication range 
is 16m . The final result is shown in Fig. 6. 

To display the influence on exploration under 
different communication ranges, two kinds of other 



communication range including 1 2 3 8C C C m= = =  and 
1 2 3 24C C C m= = =  are selected. And the simulation 

results under three different communication ranges are 
shown in Tab.1, from which we can find that 
exploration efficiency will increase as iC  because 
larger communication range allows more dispersancy 
among the robots. 
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(a) Result after 28 steps 
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(b) Result after 32 steps 

 
 Obstacles       Explored by 1R  
 Explored by 2R    Explored by 1R  and 2R  together 

(c) Final result (196 steps) 
Fig.5 Simulation result of two robots 
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Fig. 6 Simulation results of three robots 

Finally, to testify the utility of evaluation function 
given as Eq. (2), we compare with the strategy of 
nearest-frontier selection proposed in [2], in which 
each robot selects the nearest frontier cell as the next 
local destination, i.e. the Euclidean distance is 
calculated as evaluation function. When the local 
destinations of all the robots are decided, trajectory 
planning scheme proposed in section 4 will be also 
introduced to guide the robot team to reach their local 
destinations simultaneously. The simulation results are 
given in Tab.2 and the explored environment when 

1 2 3 16C C C m= = =  is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the 
communication constraint, the robots have to distribute 
at their local destinations within a relatively small 
region. In nearest-frontier strategy, each robot will 
select the nearest frontier cell such that all the robots 
could select very adjacent frontier cells as their next 
destinations. Moreover, each robot calculates local 
destination without considering its information gain. 
As a result, the total information gain acquired by the 
robot team will be less in each step and more 
exploration steps have to be spent.  
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Fig.7 Simulation result of nearest-frontier strategy 

Tab.1 Simulation results under different communication ranges 
Robot number Communication 

range (m) 
Exploration steps Area explored 

solely by R1 
Area explored 
solely by R2 

Area explored 
solely by R3 

8 243 30.09% 25.66% / 
16 196 47.85% 43.93% / 

 
2 

24 162 48.31% 43.14% / 
8 201 12.36% 6.98% 11.19% 
16 137 19.51% 9.73% 22.06% 

 
3 

24 98 26.27% 11.90% 23.83% 



Tab.2 Simulation comparison 
Communication 
range (m) 

 Exploration steps Area explored 
solely by R1 

Area explored 
solely by R2 

Area explored 
solely by R3 

Our strategy  201 12.36% 6.98% 11.19%  
8 Nearest frontier 

strategy 
265 10.06% 4.95% 10.34% 

Our strategy  137 19.51% 9.73% 22.06%  
16 Nearest frontier 

strategy 
169 16.07% 6.35% 18.21% 

Our strategy  98 26.27% 11.90% 23.83%  
24 Nearest frontier 

strategy 
123 21.77% 8.61% 24.12% 

 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, multi-robot cooperative exploration is 

investigated under the constraints on communication 
range. In view of the information gain, navigation cost 
and distance adjacency, the frontier cells between the 
known and unknown regions are grouped into different 
clusters, from which the optimal frontier cells 
satisfying communication constraints are selected as 
local destinations. Then the exploration in unknown 
environment can be converted into a problem of 
multi-stage trajectory planning in known environment. 
Avoiding and tracking are introduced to realize 
disperse exploration and synchronous rendezvous for 
multi-robot team such that communication can be 
achieved at the local destinations. 

In future work, we will deal with the cooperative 
exploration with motion and measurement uncertainty, 
i.e. multi-robot SLAM. The scheme proposed in this 
paper will be combined with the existing SLAM 
techniques to solve multi-robot SLAM effectively. 
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